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QUESTION 1

User A issues the command: 

LOCK TABLES pets READ; 

Which command can User B execute against the pets table? 

A. UPDATE pets... 

B. SELECT....FROM pets 

C. INSERT INTO pets... 

D. ALTER TABLE pets... 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the three binary log files bin.00010, bin.00011, and bin.00012 from which you want to restore data. 

Which method would use mysqlbinlog for greater consistency? 

A. shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00010 | mysql shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00011 | mysql shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00012 | mysql 

B. shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012 | mysql 

C. shell> mysqlbinlog restore bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012 

D. shell> mysqlbinlog include-gtide=ALL bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012 | mysql 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In a design situation, there are multiple character sets that can properly encode your data. Which three should influence
your choice of character set? 

A. Disk usage when storing data 

B. Syntax when writing queries involving JOINS 

C. Comparing the encoded data with similar columns on other tables 

D. Memory usage when working with the data 

E. Character set mapping index hash size 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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QUESTION 4

You are investigating the performance of the server and see the following information: 

Events_waits_summary_global_by_event_name in the performance schema shows that the wait/synch/
mutex/sql/LOCK_table_cache event is dominating other wait events. 

The table_open_cache_overflows status variable is 0. 

Which action should be taken to remove the performance bottleneck described here? 

A. Decrease the value of table_definition_cache. 

B. Increase the value of table_definition_cache. 

C. Decrease the value of table_open_cache. 

D. Increase the value of table_open_cache. 

E. Decrease the value of table_open_cache_instances. 

F. Increase the value of table_open_cache_instances. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two are correct steps in taking a binary backup of MyISAM tables? 

A. Always stop the server prior to the backup. 

B. Stop the server or lock the tables prior to the backup. 

C. Stop the server or lock the databases prior to the backup. 

D. Make a copy of the .frm, .myd, and the .myi files. 

E. Make a copy of the binary log and tablespace files. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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